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Thank you for asking about your Hyundai Elantra. It
sounds like you are getting combustion/exhaust

gases blowing into the cooling system and creating
pressure. To give yourself the best overall chance of

BlueDevil working successfully, in addition to the
directions, you should remove the spark plug from

the cylinder with the leak; this will be the spark plug
from the cylinder with the low compression reading.
If you are not sure which one that is, you may pull

all of the spark plugs and will notice one will have a
white-crystal-like substance on it and/or may look
dirty; this is the plug you should pull. Leave that
plug out for the 50 minute idle in order to relieve

the pressure from building up and thus allowing the
product to seal properly. Be sure to follow the

guidelines for the proper amount to use based on
the size of your cooling system. Thank you for

asking about your Honda Accord. It sounds like you
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are getting combustion/exhaust gases blowing into
the cooling system and creating pressure. To give

yourself the best overall chance of BlueDevil
working successfully, in addition to the directions,

you should remove the spark plug from the cylinder
with the leak; this will be the spark plug from the
cylinder with the low compression reading. If you
are not sure which one that is, you may pull all of

the spark plugs and will notice one will have a white-
crystal-like substance on it and/or may look dirty;

this is the plug you should pull. Leave that plug out
for the 50 minute idle in order to relieve the

pressure from building up and thus allowing the
product to seal properly.
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Thank you for asking about your Jeep wrangler.
Based on your description, it is possible that you are

getting combustion/exhaust gases pumping back
into the cooling system. You can use a Block Dye
Tester to confirm whether or not that is the case.
BlueDevil Head Gasket Sealer will still work if your
vehicleis gettingcombustion/exhaustgasesblowing
into the cooling system and creating pressure. To
give yourself the best overall chance of BlueDevil
working successfully, in addition to the directions,
you should remove thesparkplugfrom the cylinder

with the leak; this will be thesparkplugfrom the
cylinder with the low compression reading.

Ifyouarenotsurewhich one that is,youmaypullall of
thesparkplugsandwill notice one will have awhite-

crystal-likesubstance on it and/ormaylook dirty; this
is theplugyoushouldpull. Leave thatplugout for the
50 minute idle in order to relieve the pressure from
building up and thus allowing the product to seal
properly. Be sure to follow the guidelines for the
proper amount to use based on the size of your
cooling system. Thank you for asking about your
Hyundai Accent. Based on your description, it is

possible that you are getting combustion/exhaust
gases pumping back into the cooling system. You
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can use a Block Dye Tester to confirm whether or
not that is the case. BlueDevil Head Gasket Sealer

will still work if your vehicleis
gettingcombustion/exhaustgasesblowing into the

cooling system and creating pressure. To give
yourself the best overall chance of BlueDevil

working successfully, in addition to the directions,
you should remove thesparkplugfrom the cylinder

with the leak; this will be thesparkplugfrom the
cylinder with the low compression reading.

Ifyouarenotsurewhich one that is,youmaypullall of
thesparkplugsandwill notice one will have awhite-

crystal-likesubstance on it and/ormaylook dirty; this
is theplugyoushouldpull. Leave thatplugout for the
50 minute idle in order to relieve the pressure from
building up and thus allowing the product to seal
properly. Be sure to follow the guidelines for the
proper amount to use based on the size of your

cooling system. 5ec8ef588b
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